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A genetic algorithm based search method was used to identify the lowest energy structure of XenY (Y ) Cl-,
Br-, Cl, and Br) microclusters. The optimization was performed using an empirical potential constructed
from pairwise interactions (for the neutral clusters) together with three-body terms in the case of ionic systems.
The variation of the cluster energy and the electrostatic stabilization energy as a function of the cluster size,
n ) 1-16, was examined. The calculations indicate that for largen values both Cl and Cl- were located
inside the Xe cluster, while Br and Br- adsorb onto the cluster surface. For most cluster sizes, the lowest
energy structures of the lighter halogen seem to be independent of its charge state. However, markedly
different structures were obtained in the case of Br- and Br. The stabilization energies,Estab, for the charged
clusters were estimated using the most stable structures found in the optimizations. Both halogens exhibit
rapid linear increase of the stabilization energy with cluster size up ton) 6. For larger clustersEstabcontinues
to increase linearly as a function ofn but with a much smaller rate. The time evolution of the XenY- clusters
after photoionization was simulated using molecular dynamics. It was found that for Cl-, the loss of the
stabilization energy did not lead to appreciable fragmentation of the parent cluster, while for bromine a high
degree of fragmentation occurs in less than 100 ps.

I. Introduction

The investigation of the structure and dynamics of small
clusters is important since these systems serve as a bridge
between the gas phase and the solid state. In addition, study
of the interaction between microclusters and various molecules
or ions may make a major contribution to our understanding of
solvation processes. These reasons motivated the development
of suitable experimental and theoretical methods to explore such
systems. The structures of weakly interacting atomic systems,
such as clusters of rare-gas atoms, have been the subjects of
investigation during the past three decades.1 The forces between
the atoms in these systems are well described by simple two-
body interaction potentials. The contribution of three-body
terms to the full many-body potential of these clusters appears
to be unimportant for most calculations.2 Hence, reliable
simulations of the structure and dynamics of these systems using
a variety of theoretical approaches can be achieved. However,
if the investigated system contains ionic species, the inclusion
of three-body terms in the description of their potential surface
seems to be unavoidable. The properties of microclusters were
examined using a variety of theoretical methods, the two most
important ones being molecular dynamics (MD)3 and simulated
annealing.4

The theoretical studies were triggered in recent years by the
development of experimental techniques that allow the measure-
ment of observables directly related to the structure of the cluster
and to reactions among different species embedded in the cluster.
The evolution of cluster properties with size has been studied
by both mass analysis5 and various spectroscopic techniques.6

In the case of charged clusters, the study of their structures and
energetics was greatly advanced using photoelectron spectros-
copy.7 This approach seems to be the best suited to the
investigation of negative ion-solvent interactions in clusters.
Due to the vertical nature of the photodetachment process in

these experiments, solvent-solvent interactions have a negli-
gible effect on the energetics of the problem, and hence the
ion-solvent interaction can be probed directly.
In this paper a detailed study of the structure and energetics

of variously sized XenY (Y ) Cl-, Br-, Cl, and Br) will be
presented. The most stable structures of these clusters (forn
) 1-16) were identified using an optimization method that is
based on genetic algorithms (GAs).8,9 These lowest energy
structures were used to calculate the electrostatic stabilization
energies,Es, of the ionic clusters and its dependence on the
cluster size. Finally, the fragmentation of parent XenY- clusters
following photoionization was simulated using molecular
dynamics calculations.
The next section contains a brief description of the GA-based

optimization method used to locate the most stable cluster
structures followed by an outline of the potential function used
in the calculations. The results of the simulations will be
presented and discussed in section III, while the last section is
devoted to conclusions.

II. Details of the Calculations

To obtain the lowest energy structure of a cluster, one has to
perform a search for the global minimum of its multidimensional
potential energy surface. This optimization process becomes
quite difficult as the cluster size increases due to the rapidly
growing number of local minima. In the present study a genetic
algorithm based optimization method was used to search for
the most stable cluster structure. Since this approach has been
discussed in detail elsewhere,8 only a brief description will be
given below.
Genetic algorithms (GAs) are global optimization methods

based on several metaphors from biological evolution. The
name is derived from the ability of the algorithm to simulate
selection in an evolving population of living creatures attempting
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to adapt to their environment. The conventional GAs differ
from traditional optimization methods in the following important
respects:10

(a) They work using an encoding of the control variables,
rather than the variables themselves. In most applications, a
binary bit string (chromosome) is used for the coding of the
control variables.
(b) GAs search from one population of solutions to another

population, rather than from individual to individual.
(c) The GA uses only objective function information, not

derivatives.
(d) GAs use probabilistic, not deterministic, transition rules.
A variety of optimization procedures that incorporate genetic

algorithms are described in the literature. All these GA-based
methods are constituted of the following five basic building
blocks: (1) Generation of the initial population. (2) Evaluation
of the fitness function for the individuals in the population. (3)
Selection of “parents” from which the next generation is formed.
(4) Application of the GA operators to the selected “parents”
to form “sons”. (5) Selection of the members for the new
generation from the ensemble of “parents” and newly formed
“sons”.
The first step is accomplished in most cases by random

selection of initial individuals. The representation of the
individuals can be performed in the control variable’s space
(i.e., atomic coordinates in the case of cluster structure
optimization) or using a predefined binary representation of the
control variables. If binary representation is used, coding and
decoding procedures should be defined since the fitness function
is usually evaluated in the control variables space (fitness related
to cluster energy in the present study). Typical population sizes
are in the range of a few tens to a few hundred individuals.
Once the initial generation is formed, the fitness of each

individual, Fi, is calculated. These fitness values are defined
in this work as the normalized cluster energy,Fji ) Eji/Ejbest.
HereFji andEji are the fitness and energy of structurei and
generationj respectively whileEjbest is the energy of the most
stable structure in the population. According to the potential
function used to evaluate the cluster energies (see below), stable
clusters are associated with negativeEji. Hence, negativeFji
values were set to zero. The scaling used to establish the
relation between the cluster energy and its fitness determines
the relative frequency with which a given individual will be
used as a parent in the formation of the next generation.
To evolve the population from a given generation to the next

one, a set of GA operators is applied to randomly chosen parent
structures. These operations result in the formation of new
structures, “sons”, that may become individuals in the next
generation. The two most common GA operators are “cross-
over” and “mutation”. The first operation, crossover, involves
the exchange of a randomly chosen section between two parent
strings (i.e., ABCD+ A′B′C′D′ f AB′C′D′ + A′BCD). The
result of this operation is two new “sons”. The second
operation, mutation, consists of a random change of a single
element in a parent string. If, for example, a binary representa-
tion is used, the mutation operation consists of randomly
selecting an element in the parent string and changing its value
(i.e., 0f 1 or 1f 0). Once the sons are formed, a selection
rule is used to determine which individuals in the ensemble of
sons and parents will be included in the next generation. A
number of different selection rules have been described in the
literature.10 Three such rules were examined in a previous
study.8c In this work we used the second selection rule of ref
8c, namely, a son is accepted as a member of the new generation

provided its fitness is higher than that of its parent. For
operations where two sons are formed, the acceptance of each
one is determined by a comparison of its fitness with that of
one of the parents (randomly chosen). Otherwise, the parent is
transferred to the next generation. Once the new generation is
constructed, the scheme described above is repeated until the
convergence requirements are fulfilled.
To avoid the coding and decoding process, a GA-based

optimization procedure in which the control variables are used
to form the strings was formulated.8 The main advantage of
this approach is related to the high accuracy in the determination
of the global minimum of the system being examined. The
application of this search method was accomplished using a
set of GA operators that are suited for operation on chromo-
somes represented by the control variables. It should be noted
that the probability of using these GA operators is varied during
the search process according to the success of each operator in
generating high-fitness sons.
In all the calculations performed in this study we used

populations of 100 individuals. The optimized structure for any
given cluster represents the lowest energy configuration obtained
in 50 different searches each starting from a new random initial
population. The GA-based optimization method described
above does not guarantee the identification of the global
minimum on a complicated multi variable energy hypersurface.
However, comparison of its performance with that of the
simulated annealing approach shows that it is more efficient
and has a highest rate of success in the location of lowest energy
structures of atomic clusters.8

Potential Functions. As stated above, the fitness of a given
atomic arrangement in the cluster is related to its potential
energy,Ei. In the case of ionic clusters, XenY- (Y ) Cl or
Br), the potential energy was assumed to have the form

where the first two terms represent Xe-ion and Xe-Xe
interactions respectively, while the last term comprises three-
body contributions corresponding to the energy between dipoles
on the Xe atoms induced by the halogen ion.4b In eq 1 we
neglected the contribution from the full, self-consistent, many-
body interactions among the induced dipoles. This approxima-
tion is justified since the polarization of the Xe atoms is
dominated by their interaction with the halogen ion. Thus, the
three-body terms in eq 1 are believed to constitute a quite
accurate and economical (by means of computational time)
model of these interactions.
For the Xe-ion interaction we adopted the form suggested

by Mansky and Flannery:11

whereVY-i represents the interaction between Xe atomi and
the ion Y-. The parameters used to compute the Xe-Br- and
Xe-Cl- potentials are those given in ref 11. In the second
term of eq 1 a Lennard-Jones potential was used to represent
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the interaction between Xe atomsi and j:

where the parameters for the Xe-Xe potential were taken from
ref 12. The induced dipole-induced dipole interaction, the last
term of eq 1, has the following form:4b

with

where the Xe polarizabilities used in eq 4 were identical to those
in eq 2. The parameters used in the switching function of eq 5
werebc ) 10 Å-1 andRc ) 2.321 Å.
In the case of neutral Xen-halide clusters, the potential energy

was calculated as a sum of pairwise interactions of the form

where the second term on the right-hand side represents the
Xe-Xe interaction (as in eq 1) and the first term represents the
interaction between the halogen atom and the Xe atoms. In
the case of Xe-Cl we used the exp-6 form suggested in ref
14:

while for Xe-Br the interaction was assumed to be given by a
Lennard-Jones (12-6) potential. The parameters for the Xe-
Br potential were obtained using the Lorentz-Berthelot com-
bining rules; the parameters related to the Xe-Xe and Br-Br
interactions were taken from refs 12 and 14, respectively. These
combining rules were employed in recent studies of similar
systems.13,16 It is recognized that the functional forms chosen
to represent the Xe-Cl and Xe-Br interactions are not the most
suitable forms for open-shell systems. However, we believe
that these forms provide an accurate description of binding
energies,De, and equilibrium distances,Re, of the Xe-Cl and
Xe-Br species. As we shall see below, the relative magnitudes
of the binding energies and the equilibrium distances have
important ramifications regarding the lowest energy structures
and stabilization energies of the clusters examined. The
functional forms of these interaction potentials are expected to
have a much smaller influence on these quantities. However,
even if the interaction potentials used to describe the Xe-Cl
and Xe-Br bonds are inaccurate, one can view this study as a
“model study” which, as we shall see below, leads to interesting
results. The binding energies and equilibrium distances of the
various diatomic species are summarized in Table 1.

The potential functions described in this section were used
to evaluate the potential energy of a given structure,Ei. The
cluster energies were converted into fitness values by normal-
izing Ei by the value of the lowest energy structure in the
population. It should be noted that the cluster energy is
measured with respect to the energy of infinitely separated
particles. Thus, negative cluster energies are associated with
bonded structures while positive energy values are associated
with unstable clusters.

III. Results and Discussion

The GA-based optimization method was used to search for
the most stable structures of the XenY- and XenY (where Y)
Cl, Br andn) 1-16) clusters. The variation of the calculated
energies of the lowest energy structures,Ebest, as a function of
cluster size is shown in Figure 1. The data shown exhibits a
monotonic decrease ofEbest (increasing stability) as a function
of n for the neutral clusters. In the case of the ionic clusters
Ebest changes linearly as a function ofn. Careful examination
of the results for ionic clusters shows a change in the rate of
Ebest decrease at approximatelyn ) 6-8. For smalln values
the variation ofEbest is determined by the number of Xe atoms
in the cluster which are nearest neighbors of the halogen ion.
Such monotonic variation ofEbestfor the different cluster types
is anticipated. Moreover, the average energy of a cluster atom,
Eav ) Ebest/n, is expected to decrease as a function of the cluster
size (for small clusters). This decrease ofEav is not expected
to be linear inn, since the number of new pair interactions
formed upon the inclusion of an additional Xe atom changes
with the cluster size and its structure. The variation ofEav as
a function ofn is shown in Figure 2 for the four cluster types
investigated. The anticipated behavior ofEav is clearly observed

TABLE 1: Binding Energies and Equilibrium Distances for
the Various Diatomic Species Used in the Simulations

molecule De [eV] Re[Å]

Xe-Xe 0.02432 4.3634
Xe-Br 0.02320 4.1666
Xe-Br- 0.16875 3.3963
Xe-Cl 0.03464 3.3510
Xe-Cl- 0.19782 3.3041
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Figure 1. Variation of the most stable cluster energy,Ebest, as a function
of cluster size.

Figure 2. Variation of the average energy per atom,Eav ) Ebest/n, as
a function of cluster size.
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for the neutral clusters. In this case the decrease ofEav as a
function ofn is rapid for small clusters and seems to tend to a
constant value for largen values. A constantEav value is
expected for large clusters, where the addition of a Xe atom
results in a nearly constant number of newly formed bonds.
Contrary to the behavior observed in neutral clusters, in the
case of XenY- Eav exhibits an initial increase but nonetheless
tends to a constant rate of change for larger cluster sizes. The
increase in the magnitude ofEav for smalln values is related to
the repulsion induced by the three-body terms used in the
evaluation of the cluster energy (see eq 1). For small clusters
the magnitude of this repulsion is larger than the gain in energy
due to the attractive Xe-Xe interactions, and it results in the
observed initial increase inEav. Once the cluster is large enough,
the repulsion converges to a constant value andEav becomes
nearly independent ofn. These results clearly demonstrate the
importance of the inclusion of three-body interaction terms in
the potential function describing charged cluster energies.
Next we examine the structure of the lowest energy clusters

obtained in the optimization process. The most stable cluster
structures of the four cluster types which were obtained forn
) 4, 6, 8, 10, and 13 are presented in Figures 3-7. In all cases
the top pair correspond to the ionic clusters, XenBr- (right) and
XenCl- (left), while the pair at the bottom to the neutral ones,
Y ) Br (right) and Y) Cl (left). For all the structures shown
bonds were drawn only between nearest-neighbor pairs where
the distance between the two particles was equal to the
equilibrium separation of the pair considered. Examination of
these results shows some general trends. For example, for all
n values both ionic and neutral chlorine-containing clusters
exhibit identical structures (on the basis of cluster symmetry
and the position of the halogen atom/ion). The corresponding
bromine-containing clusters show a quite different behavior.
Moreover, comparison of the structures obtained for the two
halogens shows marked differences in symmetry and the
position of the halogen. These characteristics of the clusters

can be related to the differences between the binding energies
and the equilibrium distances of the particles forming the
clusters.
In the case of chlorine, the binding energies of both Xe-Cl

and Xe-Cl- are larger than that of Xe-Xe, while their
equilibrium bond distances are smaller than that of Xe-Xe.
Hence, the lowest-energy structure will correspond to the largest
possible number of Xe-halogen bonds in the cluster. The
results presented in Figures 3-7 indicate that 8 Xe atoms yield
the largest possible number of nearest-neighbor Xe-halogen
pairs. A larger number of Xe atoms will result in a Xe-Xe
repulsion that is not compensated by the additional Xe-halogen
binding. Thus, the first “solvation” shell, in this case, contains
8 Xe atoms. Increasingn beyondn ) 8 leads to the growth of
additional shells which correspond to larger Xe-halogen

Figure 3. Lowest energy structures of Xe4Y clusters obtained by the
GA-based optimization. Structure in the upper left panel corresponds
to Y ) Cl-, the upper right to Y) Br-, the bottom left to Y) Cl and
the bottom right to Y) Br. In all four cases, the large dark ball
represents the halogen ion or atom, while small light balls correspond
to Xe atoms.

Figure 4. As in Figure 3, but for Xe6Y.

Figure 5. As in Figure 3, but for Xe8Y.
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distances. The outcome of this interplay between binding
energies and equilibrium distances is that the chlorine (atom or
ion) tends to be positionedinside the Xe cluster.
The binding energies of Xe-Cl- is larger than that of Xe-

Br-, and hence it is expected that the number of nearest-neighbor
Xe atoms about the Br- ion, Nsol, will be smaller than the
corresponding number for Cl-. Indeed, the inner “solvation”
shell for Br- contains, in most cases, only 6 Xe atoms. The
exceptional cases are Xe12Br- and Xe13Br- whereNsol ) 7 and
5, respectively. This variation inNsol is related to the interplay
between the repulsive and attractive interactions in the different
arrangements of the particles in the cluster. In this case,
increasingn beyond 6 results in the growth of a bulklike Xe
structure with the bromine ion attached to its surface.
Finally, the neutral bromine clusters group is exceptional

compared with the other three cluster types. In the first three

groups the Xe-halogen bonds are much stronger than the Xe-
Xe bond, while the corresponding equilibrium separations are
shorter than those of Xe-Xe. These features dominated the
lowest energy structures of the clusters. In the case of neutral
bromine, both the Xe-Br binding energy and its equilibrium
distance are very close to the corresponding values for the Xe-
Xe pair. Examination of the lowest energy structures of the
XenBr clusters shows thatNsol undergoes large fluctuations in
the range 3-11. Moreover, because the number of Xe-Xe
interactions is maximized, the bromine is found, for all cluster
sizes investigated, attached to the surface of a Xe cluster.
In summary, the comparison between the lowest energy

structures of the four cluster types shows that for largen values
bromine tends to be attached to the surface of a Xe cluster,
while both Cl- and Cl are imbedded inside the Xe cluster.
The utilization of photoelectron spectroscopy7 in the study

of the energetics and structures of ionic clusters has proved to
be very fruitful. The vertical transition of the photodetachment
process allows one to obtain by these experiments the stabiliza-
tion energy,Estab, of the ionic cluster compared with that of the
neutral one. The magnitude ofEstab is defined as

whereRBmin represents the coordinates of the particles in the
lowest energy structure of theionic cluster. The variation of
|Estab| as a function of the cluster size is shown in Figure 8. For
both halogens the rapid initial increase in|Estab| is followed by
a much slower one with the change in the rate occurring for
both systems atn ) 6. In the case of Br-, n ) 6 corresponds
to the completion of the inner “solvation” shell. The increase
in cluster size beyondn ) 6 results mainly in the formation of
additional Xe-Xe pairs whose interactions are not changed by
the vertical transition during the photodetachment process. Thus,
a nearly constant value of|Estab| is obtained forn > 6. The
sharp decrease in the magnitude ofEstabfor n) 13 is related to
the variation in the size of the inner “solvation” shell forn )
12, 13, and 14. The correspondingNsol values obtained for these
clusters are 7, 5, and 6, respectively.
In the case of Cl--containing clusters, despite the fact that

Nsol ) 8, a marked change in the rate that|Estab| increases is
observed also atn ) 6. This change in the rate atn ) 6 is due
to the difference between the Cl--Xe and Cl-Xe interactions.
The large initial difference between Cl--Xe and Cl-Xe binding
energies decreases rapidly with increasingn values as a result
of the repulsion due to the three-body terms. Indeed, the change
of cluster energy upon addition of an extra Xe atom,E(n) -
E(n- 1), for both ionic and neutral chlorine-containing clusters
becomes nearly constant forn > 6.

Figure 6. As in Figure 3, but for Xe10Y.

Figure 7. As in Figure 3, but for Xe13Y.

Figure 8. Variation of the stabilization energy of the two types of
ionic clusters investigated as a function of cluster size.

Estab) E[XenY
-(RBmin)] - E[XenY(RBmin)] (7)
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The results presented in Figure 8 show that for alln values
the magnitude of|Estab| for the XenBr- clusters is much larger
than that of the corresponding XenCl- clusters. This discrepancy
is related to differences between the structures of the ionic and
neutral clusters of the two halogens. In the case of chlorine,
the lowest energy structures obtained for the ionic clusters are
practically identical (in terms of symmetry and interparticle
distances) with those of the neutral ones. As a result, the
photodetachment process produces neutral clusters with struc-
tures very close to those of the most stable ones (within a few
percent). Hence, the magnitude of|Estab| is determined by the
difference in binding energy of the Cl--Xe bond as compared
to that of Cl-Xe.
The situation in the case of the bromine-containing clusters

is quite different. Here, the lowest energy structures of the ionic
clusters are, for mostn values, markedly different than those
of the corresponding neutral clusters. Moreover, the equilibrium
separation for Br--Xe is much smaller than that of Br-Xe.
The result of these differences is that the structure of the neutral
cluster formed by photoionization is substantially deformed
relative to the corresponding most stable structures. Thus, in
addition to the differences in the binding energies of Br--Xe
and Br-Xe, Estab in this case contains large contributions
associated with structural deformations.
The differences in lowest energy cluster structures between

ionic and neutral halogens (particularly in the case of Br) may
result in the formation of a highly unstable neutral cluster after
the photodetachment process. The variation ofE[XenY(RBmin)]
as a function of cluster size is shown in Figure 9. Here negative
values ofE[XenY(RBmin)] represent stable clusters while positive
values correspond to highly unstable ones. It is clear from these
results that in the case of chlorine, the neutral clusters formed
after photoionization are bound and stable. However, in the
case of bromine the clusters formed, up ton ) 8, are
characterized by a net repulsive potential energy and are
expected to be highly unstable.
To study the stability of the clusters formed following the

photoionization process, their time evolution was followed using
MD simulations. For each cluster 500 trajectories were
calculated simulating its time evolution during 100 ps. For the
initial conditions we used the coordinates obtained for the lowest
energy structure of the ionic clusters, while the initial velocities
were sampled from a Boltzmann distribution at 70 K (typical
experimental conditions). The fragmentation of the parent
clusters following the vertical transition obtained from the MD
calculations is summarized in Figure 10. The data present the
average size distribution of the fragment clusters at the end of
the simulation period. It is clear that the two types of clusters

exhibit markedly different behaviors. In the case of XenCl, for
largen values almost no fragmentation occurs during the first
100 ps following the photoionization. For smaller parent
clusters,n< 7, the emission of single atoms and pairs of atoms
is observed; however, most of the original clusters do not split
into smaller fragments. These results are consistent with the
observations discussed above. Namely, the great similarity
between the symmetry and interparticle distances of the lowest
energy structures for XenCl- and XenCl leads to the formation
of stable neutral clusters after the photodetachment process. For
mostn values the excess energy of the newly formed neutral
cluster is small and not enough to result in the emission of a
fragment cluster during the time examined in the simulations.

The situation is markedly different in the case of XenBr-

clusters. Here, a very high probability of fragmentation is
observed for alln values. It is clear that in all cases the emission
of atomic fragments is the most probable process, while the
formation of larger fragments occurs with low probability. For
all cluster sizes in this group, the survival probability of the
parent species at the end of the simulation is very low. Namely,
all the clusters undergo rapid fragmentation following photo-
ionization; these results clearly demonstrate the high instability
of the XenBr clusters formed after photoionization. This finding
is in agreement with the above analysis of the origin ofEstab,
which includes a large contribution from repulsive interactions
deriving from cluster deformation.

Figure 9. Variation of the energy of the neutral cluster after
photoionization as a function of cluster size.

Figure 10. Size distribution of fragment clusters following the
photoionization process. Here,I(n) is the number of fragments
containingn atoms andNtraj is the total number of trajectories calculated.
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IV. Summary

A detailed study of the energetics, structures and dynamics
of halogen containing (Cl and Br) Xe clusters was described.
The lowest energy structures of differently sized clusters (in
the range 1-16) of Xe atoms together with ionic and neutral
halogen atoms were examined using a GA-based optimization
method. The correspondence was established between the
structures of these clusters and the bond strength and equilibrium
separations of the various pairs of particles in the cluster. We
found that in the case of chlorine, the symmetry and interparticle
distances in the ionic and neutral clusters are almost identical.
However, for Br-containing clusters marked differences between
the ionic and neutral systems were observed. Moreover, both
Cl- and Cl were found to be located inside the Xe cluster, while
Br- and Br were found to be attached to the Xe cluster surface.
These results were used to evaluate the stabilization energies
of the ionic clusters and to assess their relative stability. An
analysis of the origin ofEstabshows that for Cl- it corresponds
mainly to the difference in binding energies of Xe-Cl- and
Xe-Cl. In the case of bromine, the magnitude ofEstab is
determined by the difference in the binding of Xe-Br- and
Xe-Br together with a major contribution of repulsive potential
energy due to structural distortions. These large differences in
Estab for XenCl- and XenBr- were shown (using MD simula-
tions) to result in markedly different fragmentation patterns
following photoionization.
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